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Dear Municipal Clerk: 

(To the attention of mayor and council, public meeting March 9, 2021) 

I must register my strong opposition to the ASPs of Three Sisters Village and Smith Creek, as they now stand. Without 
significant changes to these ASPs,  
the following adverse effects to the community are certain or likely, without your intervention: 

As much as doubling of the population, with concomitant need for increase in health care services. 

Permanent destruction of conservation wildlands, and consequent loss of already threatened wildlife in wildlife corridors 
deemed too narrow or in suboptimal locations  by a number of studies, especially applicable in the mouth of the  Wind 
Valley.  

Construction of housing on undermined lands, previously deemed unsafe for structures, with incomplete evidence that 
"modern mitigation methods" would forestall safety issues such as sinkholes and settlement, and accompanying liability 
costs, ultimately to be passed on to the citizens of Canmore and Alberta.  

Alteration of the "small mountain town" atmosphere of Canmore, which has proven to have market value as a tourist 
industry attraction.  Rather, traffic will be intensified, central parking tighter - rendering downtown services difficult to 
access by residents, and, in general, the "vibe" will be:  suburbia.  Expensive sprawl which serves few of the local families 
who seek affordable housing, but rather, provides second homes for non community members.  

Evidence that, despite the attestations of the proposers of the ASPs, tax consequences of the development of these 
areas to current residents will be to increase  their taxes in an accelerating fashion. Previously promised commercial 
development simply has not occurred.  The best predictor of future behaviour is past behaviour, thus the probability of 
installation of a significant commercial base  by the developers must be viewed with cynicism.  

Further construction  as laid out in the ASPs is out of keeping with the Climate Emergency declared by the town, 
especially when the requirements to mitigate the unfinished golf course lands are factored in.   

Canmore town  council has  the power, and the responsibility, to require significant alterations to the current TSMV ASPs, 
as it has, with good reason, required alterations in previous ASPs.  

I am counting on mayor and council to oppose passing the ASPs as they currently exist. 

S. Perkins, MD, fulltime Canmore resident since 2005 


